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A. Empirical facts 
1.  Transcription Factors 

•  size:  ~5nm (10-20 bp) 

•     molecular basis of sequence recognition 

Sugar 
backbone 

Sugar 
backbone 



•  contact between TF and DNA 

è structure of a TF must place the appropriate amino acids 
  next to the base pairs they contact 

è Hydrogen bonds with the backbone also play a crucial role 



•  various molecular structure solutions 
–  Helix-Turn-Helix 

well-known examples in bacteria  (note: homodimers) 



–  zinc-finger domain  

–  helix-loop-helix  –  leucine zipper  

–  beta-sheets 





2. DNA binding sequences 
•  typically 10-20 bp in bacteria 

protein target sequence 

lac repressor 
5’ AATTGTGAGCGGATAACAATT	

3’ TTAACACTCGCCTATTGTTAA	


CRP TGTGAGTTAGCTCACA!
ACACTCAATCGAGTGT	


λ repressor TATCACCGCCAGAGGTA!
ATAGTGGCGGTCTCCAT 

•  lots of sequence variants  
 •  consensus sequence often palindromic 

•  common to have 2~3 mismatches from 
the core consensus sequence 
-- “fuzzy” binding motif 



3. TF-DNA interaction 

•  passive (no energy consumption) 
•  strong electrostatic attraction independent of binding seq 

 e.g.,     for LacI in 0.1M salt 

è non-specific binding:   

   ( kT ≈ 0.62 kcal/mole at 37°C; ≈ 2.5 kJ/mole  ) 

•  additional energy gained from hydrogen bonds to 
preferred sequences 

  strongest binder:  
 
 
 

•  graded increase in binding energy for sequences with 
partial match to the preferred sequence 

[TF − DNA] > 10 × [TF] free

 Gns −Gcyto  −15kT

 G
* −Gns  −15kT

Gns GcytoG*



•  relative binding affinity for Mnt (repressor of phage P22) 

(from competitive binding expts)  

•  double mutation: binding energy approx additive 

è weak energetic preference -- weak specificity 
è similar results for other TFs studied (e.g., LacI, λ-CI, λ-Cro)  

è Can we say something generic about 
     the design of TF-DNA interaction from these facts/data?  

binding energy matrix 
(in unit of kT ≈ 0.6 kcal/mole) 



•  Issues addressed here: 
–  range of TF-DNA affinity in vivo 
–  dependence of this affinity on variation in target sequence 
–  why weak specificity of TF-DNA interaction? 

 [“design rule” for TF] 
–  why fuzzy motifs 

 [choice of DNA targets] 

•  Issues not addressed: 
–  what is the target sequence of a given TF 

 [can be probed experimentally] 
–  fluctuations in TF-DNA binding 



B. Thermodynamics of DNA target recognition  

•  binding sequence (L nt): 
S = {b1, b2 , ..., bL},   bi ∈{A,C,G,T}

•  dissociation constant (in vitro) 
K(S) ≡ [P] ⋅[S] [P ⋅S]
         ∝ eG(S )/kT

•  approx. additive binding free energy 

 
G(S) ≈ G* +  Gi (bi )

i=1

L

∑

•  fraction of sequence bound: 
f (S) ≡ [P ⋅S]

[S]+ [P ⋅S]
=

[P]
[P]+ K(S)

        ≈ [P]tot
[P]tot + K(S)

     if  [S]tot  [P]tot

binding energy matrix 
(in unit of kT ≈ 0.6 kcal/mole) 

binding free energy 
of “consensus” seq 
S* = {b1

*, b2
*, ..., bL

*}

•  TF: NP/cell 

[P]tot = NP /Vcell



in vivo binding: Effect of the genomic background 
Q: occupation freq fj of a “target site” Sj in genomic DNA?  

n =1 n =N Sn=j 
model genomic DNA as a collection of N “sites” of L nt each 

Sn = {b1
(n), b2

(n), ..., bL
(n)} (with N ~ 107 for E. coli) 

•  single TF in bacterium cell (assume TF confined to DNA)   

  f j =
1

1+ e(ΔGj−Gbkg )/kT

n≠ j∑
e−βGbkg ≡ Zbkg = e−βΔGk

k≠ j
∑ + Ne−βΔGns

Gn ≡G(Sn ) =G
* +ΔGn

ΔGn = gn,i
i=1

L

∑where 



•  effective in vivo binding 
f j ≈

1
1+ e(ΔGj−Gbkg )/kT

n≠ j

N
∑

 K
 j

–  binding depends on competition from the rest of the genome  
–  even for “strong” target (Gj ≪ Gn), large N can make effective binding weak 

èEffect of the rest of genome at least equivalent to a single 
good site 

K j = e
β gj ,i
i=1

L

∑
Zbkg

Note: for the Lac repressor, KO1 ≈ 1 pM  in vitro while   KO1 ≈ 3 nM

e.g., if ΔGj = 0,  Gns −G
* ≈15kT, then K j = N ⋅e−15 ≈ 3 nM

To convert in concentration remember 1 molecule in E. coli volume≈1nM 

Typical cost of a mismatch: 1-3 kT è  eβΔG ≈ 3−10



Re-derivation by the grand canonical ensemble 

f (S) = eβµ

eβµ + eβG(S )
f (S) ≡ [P ⋅S]

[S]+ [P ⋅S]
=

[P]
[P]+ K(S)

        ≈ [P]tot
[P]tot + K(S)

     if  [S]tot  [P]tot

K(S) ≡ [P] ⋅[S] [P ⋅S]
         ∝ eG(S )/kT

βµ∝ log(concentration)

Let’s use it to derive at the board the expression when 
multiple copies Np of the TF are present. 

f j =
1

1+ eβ (ΔGj−ΔGbkg )

n≠ j

N

∑ Np

=
1

1+ eβΔGj Zbkg Np



How to “set” Zbkg ≈ N*
p? (a desired copy number where  

binding of consensus starts to be effective and not affected  
by binding at other sites)  

Zbkg − Ne
−βΔGns = e−ΔGn /kT

n=1(≠ j )

N

∑

“annealed approx” [cf: upcoming REM]  

≈ N ⋅avg e−ΔG/kT



= N ⋅avg e−gi b( )/kT

i=1

L
∏




= N ⋅ avg e−gi b( )/kT



{ }i=1

L
∏ = N ⋅ fb ⋅e

−gi b( )/kT
b∈{A,C,G,T }∑{ }i=1

L
∏
iid sequence with nt frequency fb  

è  Zbkg ≈ N*
p from the design 

of TF-DNA interaction 



Simple model to gain insight 

gi (b) =
0 if  b = bi

*

ε if   b ≠ bi
*

"

#
$

%
$

e.g. to have Zsp = 1 for N = 107  

ε/kT 1 2 3 4 

L 25 15 13 12 

Zbkg − Ne
−βΔGns = Zsp ≈ N ⋅ 1

4 +
3
4 e

−ε /kT%& '(
L

•  physiological range: ε ~ 2 kT 
•  biochem of TF-DNA interaction allows for flexible tuning of Zbkg 

Ne−βΔGns ≈1 ΔGns ≈16kT



<log Z> is given by log<Z> as long 
as T>Tc, i.e. the entropy is positive 
and contributing states are >>1. 
 

Derivation at the board 



This is quite generic: all moments have their own critical 
temperature, where they start being dominated by fluctuations 
 

Derivation at the board 



Experimental data for Cro 



Experimental data for S. cerevisiae 

The typical expression 
level of TFs is 
marginally sufficient for 
the binding of the 
strongest sites. The 
chemical potential is 
again largely 
independent of 
individual binding and 
dominated by many 
terms.  



C. Kinetics of target search 
•  consider simple additive model of binding energy: 

Gn = G
* + m(n) ⋅ ε where m(n) = Sn − S

*

if valid for all 0 ≤ m ≤ L, then the kinetics of target search would be slow 
since the environment is rugged with traps   kT

•  two-state model of TF-DNA binding [Winter, Berg, von Hippel, 81]  

specific binding: non-specific binding: Gn
sp = G* + m(n) ⋅ ε Gns

G*
Gn

sp

Gns

kinetic barriers  
reduced as  

Gns → G*



Z ≡ e− Gn −G
*( ) kT

n=1

N

∑ → e− Gn
sp −G*( ) kT

n=1

N

∑ + e− Gns −G*( ) kT
n=1

N

∑

G*
Gn

sp

Gns

kinetic barriers  
reduced as  

Gns → G*

statistical mechanics of the two-state model:  

Z sp Zns

è Gns - G* ≥ kT ln N ≈ 16 kT ensures Zns small 

•  if Gns is too low, thermodynamic specificity will be lost  

≥ kT ln N  



G*
Gn

sp

Gns

kinetic barriers  
reduced as  

Gns → G*

è  for Zsp ≈ 1, kinetic slowdown insignificant if Gns - G* ≤ kT ln N 

•  effect of kinetic slow down ?  

τ n = τ 0 ⋅ e
Gns −Gn

sp( ) kT
-- for each trap with binding energy Gsp

n < Gns  

escape time: 

-- average escape time: τ = τ 0 ⋅ 1+ e Gns−G( ) kT⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥
⋅Ω(G)

G∑ N

   = τ 0 ⋅ 1+ e
Gns−G*( ) kT ⋅Z sp / N⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

è both thermodynamics and kinetics okay if Gns - G* ≈ kT ln N  

[Note: for the Lac and Arc repressors, Gns - G* ≈ 15 kT ]  

≥ kT ln N  

density of states 



Various mechanisms for facilitated diffusion considered by 
Winter et al. in their series of papers (references at the end) 



Sliding 

Targeting radius 

Dependency of speed-up on the 
sliding length 
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